6th Annual
John Mordente Memorial Lecture
Abstract Presentation
Wednesday, October 18, 2017

Author Instructions
Sponsored by NYU Winthrop Hospital
Overview
The Sixth Annual Dr. John Mordente
Memorial Lecture at NYU Winthrop
Hospital will be held on October 18,
2017. Residents and Fellows from all
disciplines are encouraged to submit
abstracts describing an interesting
case on a genitourinary cancer.

A selection committee will review all
submitted abstracts and three will be
chosen to present to Sam S. Chang,
MD, MBA, Patricia and Rodes Hart
Endowed Professor of Urologic
Surgery and Vice-Chair of Urologic
Surgery at Vanderbilt University
Medical Center. Dr. Chang, a
nationally recognized Urooncologist,
is the Keynote Speaker for the 2017
John Mordente Memorial Lecture,
and will speak on AUA Bladder
Cancer Guidelines 2017: What
Clinicians Should Really Know.

All presenters will receive a Certificate of Participation and the most outstanding presentation
will receive additional recognition as described below.
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Submission of Abstracts
Eligibility:
•

Submissions could be original research related to genitourinary oncology.

•

Any Resident or Fellow in an ACGME accredited program may submit an abstract.

•

The trainee must have played a significant role in the conception and design, or
acquisition of data, or analysis and interpretation of data for this research.

•

Case presentations previously published as a journal article are not eligible.

•

Abstracts will be for case studies.

•

An individual may submit more than one abstract.

Case Submission Format:
• Abstracts must be limited to 300 words.
• Basic Science and Clinical Research abstracts must be organized into the following sections:
• History of Present Illness
• Relevant Physical Exam
• Lab Results
• Pathology and/or Radiology (must include images)
• Intervention(s)
• Outcomes
• Literature Review
• Clinical Significance
• Question Resulting from this Case.
• No information that identifies the authors or training program should appear in the body of the
abstract.
Submission Process and Acceptance:
• Abstracts that do not adhere to all of the above requirements will not be considered.
• Deadline for Submission is 5:00 PM, September 15, 2017.
• Abstracts received after the deadline will not be accepted.
• Authors will be notified by email whether submission was accepted for presentation no later
than September 22, 2017.
• Abstracts must be SUBMITTED ELECTRONICALLY to Jacquelyn Rice at
JRice@nyuwinthrop.org. Put “Dr. John Mordente abstract submission” in the subject
line.
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• Residents chosen to present will be awarded a $750.00 travel stipend to cover the cost of
transportation and hotel as necessary.

Presentation and Judging of Abstracts
Oral Presentations and Awards:
• Three abstracts will be selected for oral presentation by a blinded panel of judges.
• Each oral presenter will be allotted 10 minutes for presentation, 5 minutes for discussion by Dr.
Chang and 5 minutes for literature review.
• All oral presenters will receive a Distinguished Oral Presentation certificate
• A winning presenter will be determined by the audience vote via an audience response system,
and will receive a $1000.00 first prize. Criteria are as follows:
• COMPLEXITY OF CASE
• PRESENTATION SKILLS
• KNOWLEDGE OF DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT ALGORITHM(S)

Overview- Research Day Program and Schedule
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